ACROSS
2. Past Player, inducted into the NBA Hall of Fame in 2019 
4. Rocky is this animal 
7. Denver’s Nickname
10. Point Guard born in Canada
11. Began his NBA coaching career in 2001
12. Player with highest NBA All-Star game appearances in Team History
13. Nikola’s nickname
14. Played at Duke before signing to the NBA
17. The name of the Nuggets venue
18. Current, youngest player on the team
19. Newest signed Nuggets player

DOWN
1. Current, longest-tenured player
3. Current player, 14th overall pick in the 2018 NBA Draft
5. Nuggets primary brand color
6. The ABA team name before known as Denver Nuggets
8. Main symbol of Nuggets logo
9. Current player, 4-time All-Star
13. Current player who’s father and uncle are former NBA players
15. Recorded the fastest triple-double in NBA history
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